
Summer 1: Ticket to Ride!
2024 Medium Term Planning - Seals

Local Memories, Broadening Horizons
Subject Objectives Covered
Literacy Mr Grumpy’s Motor Car

Oi! Get off our Train
Beegu
The Way Back Home
Snail and the Whale
Lost and Found
Farmer Dale’s Red PickUp Truck (Ivan)
Machine Poems
Poetry writing, Diary and/or journals, Postcards, lists, speech bubbles, story maps, letters, instructions and recipes

Maths Explore 3-D shapes - 3-D shapes in the environment, Identify more complex patterns, Copy and continue patterns, Patterns in the environment
To 20 and Beyond - Build numbers beyond 10 (10 -13), Continue patterns beyond 10 (10-13), Build numbers beyond 10 (14-20), Continue patterns
beyond 10 (14-20), Verbal counting beyond 20, Verbal counting patterns
How many now? - Add more, How many did I add?, Take away, How many did I take away?
Manipulate, compose and decompose - Select shapes for a purpose, Rotate shapes, Manipulate shapes, Explain shape arrangements, Compose
shapes, Decompose shapes, Copy 2-D shape pictures, Find 2-D shapes within 3-D shapes

UTW Making and using simple maps, discussing Earth’s position in the solar system
Discussion of modes of transport including how the children come to school
Can the children talk about their homes and amenities nearby
Changes to the weather and our outdoor areas now that Spring has sprung!
Features of the local environment and compare to other countries

Physical
Development

Sports Day Skills
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PSED New school Value - Resilience
Circle Time - taking part in sports day - winning and losing
Friendships
Looking after each other and yourself

EAD Design and make objects used in space thinking about form and function
Junk modelling - houses and transport
Space pictures
Make a moving picture
Sing songs about transport - The Wheels on the Bus
Ticket Office (role play shed)

C+L Learn and use transport vocabulary
Daily storytime
Read and discuss stories and relate to own lives
Ask how and why questions
Describe events in detail

Woodland Natural painting - crush flowers/leaves/berries. Make a brush using sticks and twigs.
Minibeast hunt
Play the WAW game - It’s not a stick…
Tree clay faces
Locational and directional language
Stone painting and natural art with stones and sticks

Links to: Local memories, Broadening Horizons
● Wash Monster @ Old Hunstanton

● Bircham Windmill


